Caliber
Records Management System

Accurate, actionable information when it counts.

Highly secure cloud technology allows the Caliber Records Management System to get the right information into the hands of the right front-line officers at the right time. The web-based RMS deploys quickly and delivers unrivaled data-sharing and instant compliance with Federal NIBRS.

Highly secure access to critical information anytime, anywhere.

- Incident Wizard offers one-click details
- SmartSearch delivers critical updated information
- Unsurpassed data sharing and instant compliance to Federal NIBRS
- Full mobile functionality and 24/7 InterDEx access

“The (Caliber RMS) program is convenient for all users and works well for our agency. We are able to access our reports from any Internet accessible computer or mobile device 24 hours a day.”

- Regina Blackstock, Records Officer
  Harrison County,

Capitalize on “smart” cloud technology.

Caliber RMS brings the benefits of cloud computing to law enforcement records management, report writing and investigations.

- Multi-Tenant architecture enables agencies to share high performance servers for a more cost efficient cloud–based solution
- Agencies have complete independent control of administration, configuration and user access privileges
- As updates and enhancements become available, users can download releases immediately
- Frequently updated and enhanced to bring improvements to a wide range of functions and capabilities
- With effortless upgrades your public safety personnel always have the latest and greatest software at their fingertips
Access critical data virtually anytime, anywhere.

Security that enhances efficiency and public safety.
- Hosted by the nation’s premier interstate justice and public safety networks
- Standards meet strict FBI CJIS policies
- Redundant network paths increase reliability
- RMS Incident Wizard reporting streamlines data entry and guides users to create accurate NIBRS/UCR-compliant incident reports

Simplicity and accuracy at top speed.
- Instant validation and NIBRS compliance at point of entry
- No need for IT infrastructure
- Security and reliability
- UCR/NIBRS compliance
- Preformatted and Ad Hoc reports
- Mobile operations
- Interoperability and data sharing
- Guided step-by-step reports
- Reduce duplicate data entry

Integrated, near real-time data sharing with InterDEx.
- Obtain data and critical information from multiple public safety agencies and jurisdictions without separate logins
- Share local records management systems and Jail Management Systems data at the point of enforcement
- Access federated data queries from multiple trusted sources without storing information locally
- Returns include all participating agencies’ RMS and JMS records in addition to the state CJIS system, NCIC, and Nlets data

Transform your PSAP with Next Generation 9-1-1 Call Handling solutions from AT&T.

Modernize to NG9-1-1 CAD with a Smarter Partner.
AT&T—the industry leader in Public Safety emergency communications—is ready to help you implement and deploy advanced NG9-1-1 solutions.

Let AT&T help you implement the Caliber Records Management System (RMS). Smarter technology can help your PSAP improve caller location, enhance security as well as accelerate incident details, response times and public safety outcomes.